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The mass balance demonstrate the gain of snow
during winter and the loss of ice during summer at
one particular location on a glacier. These
measurements are performed at many points on
the glacier surface from which the glacier-wide
mass balance is calculated.

The mass balance of Swiss glaciers has been
observed and documented for over 100 years.
Not all of the historical data were digitized and
accuracy and source were unknown for many of
the time series.

The quality-checked and updated point MB
data will be used to re-analyze consistent
time series of glacier-wide mass balance.
They are essential for investigating a
glacier’s reaction to climate change.

GLAMOS is responsible of monitoring
glacier changes (length, volume,
mass balance) in the Swiss Alps,
evaluating and archiving the data,
and making them publicly available.

The GLAMOS project Rescue,
Documentation and Re-
analysis of Swiss Glacier
Monitoring Data aims at
advancing the documentation
of Swiss long-term glacier
monitoring data.

Study background



The first point raw 
balance measurements 
were performed on 
Rhonegletscher

The longest time series 
exist for Claridenfirn
and Silvrettagletscher
with more than 100 
years of continuous 
observation.

The biggest dataset is 
from Grosser 
Aletschgletscher.

Locations of Swiss Glaciers with raw balance measurements. 
The size and colour of each point indicates the amount of years with available observations.

Data origin



Rescue
Published reports (Gletscherberichte, Firnberichte)
Unpublished documents
Handwritten field notes
Meta-knowledge of the observers 
Pre-existing digital sources in different formats

Documentation
Completion, verification or correction of all time series
Homogenous data format
Data quality indicators 
Information on data acquisition, sources and observers
Consistent storage in GLAMOS database

After the projectBefore the project

Data compilation and structuring



Database content

Database content now:  144 
glaciers with over 39.000  
point observations
Addition: over 18.000 point 
observations and more than 
50 re-assessed  glaciers



From point raw balance to glacier-wide mass balance

Point mass balance calculation: point raw balance (measured snow height/ice loss in m) x density

Obstacle: For historic measurements only raw balance known, densities were not recorded

→ Densities need to be estimated from more recent measured densities

Snow depth in cm



Outlook

With the estimated densities, annual (blue) and winter (orange) mass balance 
at one measurement location (point mass balance) were calculated
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What’s next?

Re-analysis of glacier-wide 
mass balance series with 
added and corrected data

Calculation of glacier-wide 
annual and winter mass balances


